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ABSTRACT 
 

During FY99, the Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (PTTC) continued pursuing its 
mission of helping U.S. independent oil and gas producers make timely, informed technology decisions. 
PTTC’s national organization has active grassroots programs that connect with independents through its 
10 Regional Lead Organizations (RLOs). These activities – including technology workshops, resource 
centers, websites, newsletters, and other outreach efforts – are guided by regional Producer Advisory 
Groups (PAGs). The role of the national headquarters (HQ) staff includes planning and managing the 
PTTC program, conducting nation-wide technology transfer activities, and implementing a 
comprehensive communications effort.    
 

This technical progress report summarizes PTTC’s accomplishments during FY99, which lay the 
groundwork for further growth in the future. 
 
National-Level Program  

PTTC’s Board of Directors, met three times during FY99 -- one of those as a joint meeting with 
the RLO Directors.  In late 1998, recognizing desperate conditions in the industry, the Board instituted an 
Industry Crisis Action Plan that refocused regional efforts on survival-oriented issues. The Board also 
adopted two policy statements to better guide its activities. The “Guide for Professional and Ethical 
Conduct” was adopted by the Board on December 6, 1998. (See Appendix D) At the recommendation of 
PTTC’s auditors, a “Conflict of Interest Policy Statement” was adopted by the Board on March 30, 1999. 
(See Appendix E) 

 
In an expected transition in Board leadership, Leo Schrider became Chair in March 1999, 

replacing Bob Nance; and Clark Southmayd became Vice Chair. To improve communication, the Board 
authorized adding a new position (on an ex officio, non-voting basis) to represent the RLOs. Charles 
Mankin, South Midcontinent Region, was selected by the RLOs to serve the first one-year term, 
beginning in FY00. Executive Director Deborah Rowell informed the Board on November 4, 1999 of her 
intention to resign the position, although it will not be effective until June 30, 2000.  Having 
accomplished many of her goals in the establishment of PTTC, she wanted to give the Board ample time 
to make an orderly leadership transition. A search committee has been formed under the chairmanship of 
Bob Nance, PTTC’s Immediate Past Chair.  

 
In 1999, PTTC maintained program continuity by extending the RLO contracts through April 

2003. They were originally scheduled to expire at the end of FY99. HQ received confirmation from both 
PAGs and RLOs of their continued interest before recommending contract extensions. Regional activities 
continued far above the core technology transfer functions during FY99.  Further growth is forecast for 
FY00, although limited by funding levels. 
  
 An updated needs assessment report, Technological Priorities of Independent Oil and Gas 
Producers, was released by HQ, based on 1998 survey responses. The results, combined with extensive 
industry input in the regions, keeps PTTC programs focused on the highest priority needs of independent 
producers. The categories used in the survey are essentially the same as the five program lines that PTTC 
plans to launch in FY00. (See Appendix H). 
 

In a joint effort with Gulf Publishing, PTTC released a new industry publication in 1999, the 
Petroleum Technology Digest (PTD). Presenting nine case studies in a professionally packaged 
publication, PTD was distributed as a supplement with the September 1999 issue of World Oil. It was 
mailed to the North American subscribers of World Oil who are independent producers, as well as being 
distributed through PTTC channels. The total audience receiving PTD reached over 10,000 readers. 
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Advertising was sold by Gulf Publishing, which was also responsible for layout and printing. PTTC 
worked with vendors and producers to develop the case studies, routing them through an informal 
screening committee. Favorable industry response has led to plans to publish two more issues in 2000.  
 
 Another new publication was issued by the HQ office in August 1999 – Solutions From the Field. 
It was released as a compendium of technical ideas, solutions and contact information from 14 regional 
workshops, updating the Best of PTTC Workshops report issued in 1997. The revised format allowed 
more technology insights to be summarized. PTTC now conducts more than 100 workshops a year, so 
capturing technology insights from these workshops becomes ever more important. At least two new 
workshop summaries are being added each month to the national PTTC website, building an archive of 
valuable technology insights. Hardcopy editions will also be released periodically with updates. 
 

Circulation of the quarterly newsletter, PTTC Network News, grew to about 7,000 individuals – 
with nearly two-thirds from the exploration and production (E&P) sector.  The newsletter continued its 
goal of adding more technical content. The national website experienced about 6,000 user sessions per 
month in FY99, averaging 10 minutes each. The content has been continually improved – adding a site 
map, publication order form, and new gateway pages to the regional websites. It also provides timely 
calendar information, an archive for technology insights, and useful links to other organizations. Frequent 
press releases provide timely alerts to industry about key events, important developments and new 
products resulting from PTTC’s efforts.  

 
In November 1998, PTTC released a Petroleum E&P Software Sampler on CD-ROM. Developed 

by Sandra Mark of the Rocky Mountain Region working under contract for HQ, it presents information in 
a searchable format about software packages donated to PTTC’s regions. The sampler has helped RLO 
staff to demonstrate software and can be used by operators to help determine which software products 
may be appropriate for their needs. The CD-ROM was originally sold for a nominal fee, but is currently 
being distributed free of charge. PTTC has not yet committed to developing an updated version. 
 

During FY99, PTTC supported technology transfer from DOE R&D projects in the areas of: (1) 
fractured reservoirs, (2) microbial technologies, (3) coiled tubing safety, and (4) advanced stimulation for 
gas storage operations. Additionally, PTTC coordinates often with the Natural Gas and Oil Technology 
Partnership and the Rocky Mountain Oilfield Test Center. When opportunities arise, PTTC works 
cooperatively with other groups, including American Geological Institute, Drilling Engineering 
Association, Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission, and Gas Research Institute, to name a few. 
 
Regional-Level Program 

In FY99, PTTC’s regions held a total of 128 workshops drawing 5,948 individuals.  Compared to 
the prior year, this represents a 28% increase in the number of workshops and a 34% increase in 
attendance. Despite adverse industry circumstances, average attendance held steady in the range of mid-
40s, with around three-fourths of attendees from the E&P industry. Fifteen of those workshops, which 
drew about 800 people, were survival-oriented events developed by the regions as part of PTTC’s 
Industry Crisis Action Plan. A portion of the increased activity can be attributed to ever-expanding 
cooperation with other groups. FY00 plans project about the same level of activity as in FY99, which is 
approximately the maximum feasible with existing funding levels. Some regions are experimenting with 
new delivery mechanisms, such as on-line training webcasting, and video archiving to reach more people. 
 
 The regional resource centers continued to function as a focal point or hub for contact with 
industry. The products and services available through these centers include: (1) access to information and 
data resources, (2) expert response to contacts and inquiries, (3) demonstration and training for E&P 
software, (4) information products, (5) special purpose databases, and (6) other outreach efforts.  Total 
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industry contacts in FY99 averaged approximately four per day per regional resource center, about the 
same as FY98 levels. Four regions reported more than 1,000 contacts during the year.  
 
 Both Internet and software training courses are offered within the regions. Combined, the regions 
conducted 30 software training courses, drawing nearly 400 people; plus another seven Internet training 
workshops, drawing 140 people. Internet training is also offered on-line. The computer resource center in 
the Rocky Mountain Region became fully operational during FY99. Supported by PTTC, the American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists, Colorado School of Mines, and private donors, it contains both PC 
and Unix labs. Reflecting the priorities of local producers, this center provides the most software training 
within PTTC—with 20 software/Internet courses during FY99 and an active schedule into FY00. 

 
Data access is an on-going industry priority, so all regions work to facilitate access to existing 

databases, exemplified by the Southwest Region’s work with the ONGARD database and the North 
Midcontinent Region’s support of the Digital Petroleum Atlas. Under special circumstances requiring 
Board approval, PTTC’s regions can (and are) developing special purpose databases, within funding 
constraints.  For example, the Midwest Region is developing a core and waterflood database, while the 
Michigan outreach effort includes a log and horizontal well database. The Eastern Gulf region’s Jackson 
satellite is almost exclusively focused on making Mississippi oil and gas data available electronically. 
Where appropriate, regions develop information products that provide a service to industry and generate 
moderate revenues for PTTC. The Louisiana Desktop Well Reference, a CD-ROM product containing 
production data in a GIS environment, has been most successful in terms of revenue, bringing in over 
$12,000 in FY99. Its success has spawned interest from some other states/groups.   
 
 Various outreach programs also emanate from the resource centers.  The West Coast Trouble 
Shooters program relies on industry volunteers to interact with industry.  At the University of Southern 
California, PTTC partially supports the California Oil Mentoring Entrepreneurial Training (COMET) 
program.  This is an education initiative that encourages student internships with independent petroleum 
companies.  The North Midcontinent staff support the Kansas CO2 initiative, and the South Midcontinent 
staff are involved with the Oklahoma Marginal Well Commission’s Trade Fairs.  Texas began a pilot 
Mentor program in the Permian Basin. Many other examples of cooperative interaction also exist. 
 
 Regional websites focus on calendar/event information, workshop summaries and presentations, 
case studies, technical reports of R&D project results, access to databases, and useful links to other sites.  
Regional website traffic varies considerably, but three regions (Texas, North Midcontinent, and 
Southwest) experience higher traffic volumes. Use of a common website statistics program among the 
RLOs and HQ has improved consistency in reporting website statistics. Six regions publish newsletters 
with distribution totaling about 19,000 people. Most are new efforts started under PTTC, but some 
continue the newsletter tradition of the RLO organization. Typically, newsletters are posted on the 
website. Some regions also develop special electronic versions more frequently for their websites.  
 
 Although not yet quantified, many individuals attend PTTC events repeatedly, demonstrating that 
they find value in the experience. Anecdotal success stories are still few in number since industry does 
not readily share them, but several examples of technology applications are included in this report. A 
significant percentage of producers who attend regional workshops respond “Yes” on feedback forms 
when asked if they are applying technologies based on knowledge gained through PTTC.  
 

By all accounts, PTTC is connecting with more and more independent oil and gas producers 
throughout the country and making a positive difference 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

In the early 1990s, industry and government energy experts recognized the urgent need for improved 
technology transfer processes for the U.S. upstream petroleum industry.  As a result, domestic oil and natural 
gas producers established the Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (PTTC) in 1994 as a national not-for-
profit organization.  Well recognized as a growing organization, PTTC is now working towards greater 
efficiency and quality in its activities, both of which are essential for delivering value to its audience and 
achieving results.  

 
PTTC’s current direction is driven by a business plan developed during 1998, which is continually 

being refined as it is implemented. This plan, which involved the Board, the Regional Lead Organizations 
(RLOs), and Headquarters (HQ) staff, helped PTTC to clarify its true role and to identify how its efforts add 
value for different sectors. As a result, the organizational mission statement was updated to better reflect 
PTTC’s proactive commitment to industry. The new mission statement is: 

 
PTTC benefits the nation by helping U.S. independent oil and 

 natural gas producers make timely, informed technology decisions. 
 
PTTC is a unique example of how an organization can utilize federal, state, and industry funding to 

achieve important goals for all of these sectors.  This integrated funding base, combined with the guidance of 
industry volunteers and the dedication of its national and regional staff, is achieving notable results.  PTTC is 
increasingly recognized as a critical resource for information and access to technology —especially for 
smaller companies.   
 

 
Table 1 – Growth in PTTC’s Regional Activities 

 
 Workshops From E&P Industry Outreach 
Time Period # of workshops Attendance Attendance % # of E&P 

Industry 
Contacts  

FY95 18 1,117    
FY96 46 3,801   83*  
FY97 62 3,176  85* 5,482 
FY98 100 4,429 3,235 73  10,241 
FY99 Total 128 5,948 4,935 83*  10,555 
FY99 Average  46 attendees 

per workshop
  4 contacts per 

day per region 
*    Demographic data not reported for all workshops; percentage for FY96-FY97 workshops computed from data 
available where reported. For FY99, percentage is estimated for the few workshops missing data.  
 

 
In FY99, regional activity continued its rapid growth—from 100 workshops in FY98, which in itself 

was a significant increase over prior years, to 128 workshops. Total attendance at all events sponsored or 
cosponsored by PTTC increased to 5,948, up more than one-third from the 4,429 total in FY98. Even though 
PTTC’s primary audience was experiencing adverse circumstances during much of 1999, average workshop 
attendance held constant in the mid-40s range. Demographic data indicate that over three-fourths of 
workshop attendees are from the exploration and production (E&P) industry. Contact levels through the 
resource centers remained essentially level. Moderate growth is foreseen for FY00 but, by and large, further 
growth is constrained by funding. Nevertheless, PTTC aims to improve efficiency and quality at the same 
activity level.   
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Federal funds partially supporting PTTC’s operation come through a multi-year grant (through April 

2003) awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy under the National 
Petroleum Technology Office and Federal Energy Technology Center. This report covers PTTC’s technical 
progress during FY99, and illustrates PTTC’s increasing impact on the domestic E&P industry.  

 
Although a national organization, PTTC is regionally focused. Therefore, this report is divided into 

two primary sections: 
 

• Chapter II addresses PTTC’s progress at the national level. It is organized according to the task 
definitions within PTTC’s current statement of work under the DOE grant. 

 
• Chapter III reports progress at the regional level and, for the most part, aggregates information for the 10 

regions so that common trends and results can be identified. This section is organized according to the 
core technology transfer functions that guide the RLOs. 

 
 

The appendices contain much useful information to support the text, including the following: 
 

 Appendix A presents detailed information, by region, of FY99 regional accomplishments 
 

 Appendix B includes a roster with contact information of the 10 RLO Directors 
 
 Appendix C includes a roster of the Board of Directors, Alternates, and Committees 

 
 Appendix D is the “Guide for Professional and Ethical Conduct” adopted by the PTTC Board at its 

December 1998 meeting  
 
 Appendix E is the “Conflict of Interest Policy Statement” adopted by the PTTC Board at its March 1999 

meeting  
 
 Appendix F is the “Statement of Identity” that resulted from strategic planning sessions 

 
 Appendix G lists “PTTC’s Goal Categories,” also resulting from strategic planning sessions 

 
 Appendix H describes the “Program Lines” that PTTC is in the process of implementing 
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II. RESULTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 
 

PTTC functions as a cohesive national organization that implements industry’s directives through both 
its national and regional programs.  The role of HQ staff includes planning and managing the PTTC program, 
conducting nation-wide technology transfer activities, and implementing a comprehensive communications 
effort.   
 
A. Planning and Managing the PTTC Program 

There are many aspects of planning and managing the overall program. The financial aspects are 
documented in a separate financial report to DOE. This Technical Progress Report will focus on the key 
areas involving human resources, strategic planning, and oversight of the regional programs. 
 

1.    Human Resources 
Responsibilities require that there are enough qualified staff members and contractors available, 

along with industry volunteers on the Board and regional PAGs, to accomplish the organizational mission. 
The Board adopted two policy statements in FY99, which apply to these PTTC representatives (included in 
the appendices). The “Guide for Professional and Ethical Conduct” was adopted by the Board on December 
6, 1998. At the recommendation of PTTC’s auditors, a “Conflict of Interest Policy Statement” was adopted 
by the Board on March 30, 1999 
 

a. Headquarters Staff 
The HQ staff, who continued to work as a team in FY99 to accomplish many goals, include: 
 

--Deborah Rowell, Executive Director, who is ultimately responsible for all facets of PTTC. In 
October 1998, she earned the designation of Certified Association Executive (CAE) from the 
American Society of Association Executives; less than 12% of association senior managers in the 
U.S. have this credential. In November 1999, Ms. Rowell, who has been with PTTC from its 
beginning, announced that she plans to resign as Executive Director effective June 30, 2000.  Having 
achieved many of her goals in establishing PTTC, she decided to make the announcement early in 
the process to give PTTC ample time to make an orderly leadership transition, hopefully allowing for 
some period of overlap with a new Executive Director. A search committee was immediately formed 
under the chairmanship of Bob Nance, PTTC's Immediate Past Chair. 

 
--Jeff Lenard, Communications and Marketing Manager, made valuable contributions to PTTC 

in FY99, communicating a stronger image with revised logo/literature/slogan, expanding press 
coverage, and helping develop new products. To pursue expanded opportunities, Mr. Lenard 
resigned his position in November 1999, after nearly two years with PTTC.  Rather than replacing 
him at this time, PTTC is exploring options for possibly outsourcing on a contract basis some of its 
publications, with remaining communications tasks redistributed among other staff. 

 
--Kathy Chapman, Financial and Contracts Manager, who has been with PTTC from the 

beginning, is responsible for all contractual matters with DOE, the RLOs, and other contractors. In 
addition, she manages the financial and accounting systems, and has been responsible for Y2K 
preparations in the HQ office, which involves updating PTTC's accounting software.  She also serves 
as office and personnel manager.  Ms. Chapman worked on a full-time basis until September 1998, 
when she changed to part-time staff. 

  
--Dan Lawrence serves as Webmaster/Project Assistant, which includes responsibility for 

maintaining the national website, and communicating with the regional webmasters. Currently 
starting his third year with PTTC, he also supervises the in-house computer systems, generates 
graphics, and performs other computer-oriented tasks. As Project Assistant, Mr. Lawrence assists in 
monitoring regional deliverables and analyzing activity statistics and surveys. 
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--Anne Parker, Activity Coordinator/Meeting Planner, joined PTTC in January 1999. She 

provides administrative support for communications, marketing, appropriations tracking, meeting 
planning, and special projects.  She has recently assumed an expanded role with production and 
layout of PTTC Network News, as well as issuing press releases. Her responsibilities with other 
communications services and products are evolving. 

 
--Although not located in the Washington, DC office with the individuals listed above, Lance 

Cole is a key member of the HQ senior staff.  Residing in Tulsa—the heart of the oil patch—Mr. 
Cole has served under contract as PTTC Project Manager since September 1996. He oversees RLO 
activities for compliance with contract reporting and deliverables, PAG direction, and national 
policies. He also coordinates inter-regional efforts, supports national communications efforts, serves 
as technical adviser, and assists in strategic planning and other projects as needed.  

 
For some publications and projects, HQ has retained consultants on an as-needed basis for 

specific tasks. Being technical in nature, their efforts are mainly coordinated by Mr. Cole. 
 
b. Board of Directors 
PTTC’s Board of Directors includes independent oil and gas producers, as well as 

representatives from national industry organizations, professional societies, and industry sectors 
(major E&P firms and service companies). An expected transition in Board leadership occurred in 
March 1999 when Leo Schrider became Chair, replacing Bob Nance; and Clark Southmayd became 
Vice Chair. Other Board members also changed during the year with rotating leadership in regional 
PAGs and the major company representative. The IOGCC representative to PTTC’s Board changed 
as a result of a resolution passed at the December 1998 IOGCC meeting. It stated that the Chair and 
Vice Chair of IOGCC’s Energy Resources, Research and Technology (ERRT) Committee would 
serve as representative and alternate to the PTTC Board.  
 

During FY99, PTTC’s Board met three times:  (1) on December 5-6, 1998 in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, meeting jointly with the RLO Directors, (2) on March 30, 1999 in Chicago, Illinois, and (3) on 
July 19, 1999 in Washington, DC. In their July 1999 meeting, the Board approved adding an ex-
officio, non-voting position representing the RLOs to improve communication. Charles Mankin, 
South Midcontinent region, was selected by the RLOs for the first one-year term. 

 
c.  Management & Budget (M&B) Committee 
The M&B Committee provides guidance to the HQ staff between Board meetings.  The group 

meets approximately monthly with the Executive Director, either in person or by conference call, 
often including other senior staff. Also, the M&B Committee meets jointly with the PAG chairs in 
conjunction with each Board meeting. (See Appendix C for current roster) 
 

d. Producer Advisory Groups 
Each region has a group of industry representatives serving as local advisors for the program. 

These Producer Advisory Groups (PAGs) work closely with their corresponding RLO, especially 
during the annual planning process, as the PAGs must approve the region’s plan/budget before 
submitting it to HQ. At least annually, PAG rosters are reviewed to verify contact information, to 
determine who has been active and wants to continue serving, to check on the term expiration dates 
of PAG officers, and to ensure that the group is representative of the local independent producing 
industry. HQ works with any PAGs needing help in facilitating this process. Activities are guided by 
PAG Guidelines approved in FY97 by the Board. 

 
2.    Strategic Planning  

Since 1995, the Board of Directors has had an annual strategic planning session to guide its long-
term direction. In FY98, the Board adopted a business plan that helped PTTC clarify its mission, 
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markets, goals, image, and its value to different segments of industry. A new slogan was adopted: 
"PTTC is the Independent Producer's Bridge to Solutions." The overall vision incorporated within this 
consensus plan is summarized in the “Statement of Identity.” (See Appendix F).  

 
The strategic planning process also specifies five categories of goals that the organization strives to 

attain: Awareness, Connections, Performance, Credibility, and Finances. Each of these has several 
vision statements that describe what success will look like (Appendix G). To help accomplish these, 
PTTC will launch five program lines in FY00 to streamline its products and services. The program lines 
selected (See Appendix H) are: 

 
• Exploration  
• Drilling and Completion 
• Development and Reservoir 
• Operations and Production 
• Environmental 
 

3.   Oversight of Regional Programs 
  HQ has oversight responsibility for the regions, an important aspect being the annual 

planning/budgeting process. RLO commitment, generally far above minimum levels, led to record 
activity levels in FY99. Plans for FY00, which forecast modest growth, were submitted late in FY99 
and formally approved during a Board meeting in November 1999. Extending the RLO contracts 
through April 2003 was an important accomplishment during FY99. These were originally scheduled to 
expire at the end of FY99. 

 
During FY99, the RLOs met twice—jointly with the Board in December 1998 in Salt Lake City, 

Utah, and on their own with the HQ staff in June 1999 in Dallas, Texas. Serving as the main HQ contact 
with the RLOs, Mr. Cole interacts frequently with PAG Chairs about any regional concerns. He also 
works with RLO Directors and staff regarding implementation of the annual plans, potential technology 
transfer opportunities, and regional input for national communications.  During FY99, he participated, 
either in person or via conference call, in PAG meetings in six of 10 regions. To monitor the quality of 
PTTC activities and discuss concerns/opportunities with RLOs, he attended 10 workshops in eight 
regions. Other HQ staff attend regional events as the schedules permit. 

 
From the start, PTTC has tried to capture and report data that demonstrate its impact on the US 

upstream oil and gas industry. Most data are activity-oriented statistics, including the number of 
workshops conducted, the number of participants, resource center contacts, website usage, etc. 
Workshop attendance has been reported since FY95, with the percent coming from the E&P industry 
noted. Contact statistics, which have been reported since FY96, were improved during FY99, as HQ and 
RLOs refined their definitions of what constitutes a contact. Data for website usage were also improved 
during FY99 when HQ and most regions began using a common WebTrendsTM software package to 
record key indicators—the # of user sessions, # of pages viewed, and the average session time. RLOs 
not using the common software are being encouraged to do so. 

 
Although difficult to obtain, some anecdotal evidence has been captured of specific technology 

actions that resulted from PTTC efforts. By and large though, industry does not openly share these 
stories, particularly specific production rate, reserve, and economic performance data. It must be 
recognized that when technology decisions are made and actions taken, PTTC is probably one of many 
information sources that influenced the course of action. It can be misleading for PTTC, or others, to 
take all the credit. Although valuable in illustrating the types of success stories that exist, these success 
anecdotes alone are too few to adequately capture PTTC’s impact.  
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To obtain more data from a broader audience, PTTC developed three standardized questions late in 
1998 and asked the RLOs to incorporate them in their workshop feedback forms. One question related 
directly to measuring PTTC’s impact, asking respondents for a “Yes/No” answer to the question: Have 
you used any new technologies based on knowledge gained through PTTC? Those responding “Yes” 
are asked to describe the application/results in general terms. Data are limited as PTTC is still trying to 
achieve consistency among the regions in using the standardized questions. Even when the key question 
above was included, not all workshop attendees answered it. Yet, early responses are very 
encouraging—a third or more are saying “Yes.” Unfortunately, few of those share any details about the 
technology used and its results.  

 
At the most fundamental level, impact is measured by “willingness to continue supporting PTTC.” 

Support comes in several forms—funding from federal, state and industry; active volunteer involvement 
in the Board and PAGs; and most importantly, customers (primarily the producers who attend regional 
workshops) keep coming back to PTTC for more services and products. Regarding funding, both state 
and federal sources continue their direct financial support, with many RLOs far exceeding cost-share 
requirements. Industry support, while strong, comes in the form of time/travel donations, not cash 
money to spend—which is understandable considering the current state of the industry. Volunteers are 
maintaining strong commitments at leadership levels of the Board and the PAGs; but it is a continuing 
challenge to maintain active involvement by all PAG members. 

 
B.    Conducting National Technology Transfer Activities 

Although most of PTTC’s technology transfer activities occur in the regions, the HQ staff also has 
significant responsibility in this area through: (1) technology alerts and articles with field results in PTTC 
Network News, (2) responding to inquiries received through the national office, (3) identifying industry 
problems and assessing needs, (4) developing informational products, such as the Petroleum Technology 
Digest, (5) capturing the highlights of regional workshops in Solutions from the Field, (6) implementing case 
study-oriented activities, such as the Emerging Technologies Energy Conference (ETEC), and (7) 
coordinating PTTC activities with DOE’s oil and gas R&D programs and those of other organizations.  

 
1. Newsletter Articles and Alerts 

Technology information is received from multiple sources for PTTC Network News. About half 
of the material comes in response to solicitations that HQ sends quarterly to a group of regular 
contributors of technology information. The HQ staff screen the submissions to decide which 
material will be of greatest interest to independent producers.  Focus is generally on information/data 
products describing new commercially available technologies or promising R&D advances.  
Significant developments within DOE’s R&D program are also presented. For the regional section, 
insights from PTTC’s local technology workshops are emphasized. 
 
2. Answering National Inquiries  

On average, the HQ office receives 3 to 5 technical inquiries per week.  These are forwarded to 
the appropriate RLO staff when the inquiry is specific to a given region or when specialized 
expertise is known to exist within the regional resource centers.  HQ staff responds directly to about 
two-thirds of the inquiries, often from small or regional vendors touting new products. If the 
technology is supported by field data and perceived to be of interest to independent producers, HQ 
staff develops an alert or article to be published in PTTC Network News or encourages a case study 
for Petroleum Technology Digest. Often, HQ staff makes referrals to other contacts that offer 
potential for further developing and/or commercializing the technology. 
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3. Problem Identification/Needs Assessment 
In 1998, PTTC developed a technology needs survey, distributing it through PTTC Network 

News, the national website, the regional programs, and through IPAA.  Survey respondents were 
asked to indicate their needs/interest level in five areas. The final results were released to DOE and 
the R&D community in an August 1999 report titled Technological Priorities of Independent Oil and 
Gas Operators (which can be downloaded from the national website at www.pttc.org) 

 
PTTC also worked cooperatively in two other problem identification efforts. Early in FY99, 

Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC), a non-profit organization, asked for PTTC's assistance 
in bringing technologies developed by federal labs in defense programs into the upstream oil and gas 
industry. PTTC solicited industry volunteers, ultimately identifying 22 individuals at independent 
E&P companies who agreed to participate in extended phone interviews with CTC to discuss their 
technology needs. After conducting the interviews, CTC looked for potential technology matches in 
the federal lab system, and reported results to PTTC in mid-1999. PTTC also helped alert industry to 
a late spring survey by Westport Technology Center Int. that was aimed at finding technical 
problems that could be addressed in applied short-term R&D efforts within a year.  
 
4. Petroleum Technology Digest 

PTTC and Gulf Publishing teamed up in 1999 to jointly release a new industry publication, 
Petroleum Technology Digest (PTD).  For this effort, PTTC works with vendors and producers to 
develop the case studies, routing them through an informal PTTC screening committee. Gulf 
Publishing has responsibility for advertising sales, layout and printing. As a prelude to PTD, three 
case studies developed by PTTC were published in the June 1999 issue of World Oil. The inaugural 
PTD, containing nine case studies, was mailed as a supplement with World Oil’s September 1999 
issue to their independent producer subscribers in North America, and PTTC distributed additional 
copies through its channels. Overall, more than 10,000 individuals received it and had an opportunity 
to learn from the case studies—a broader and potentially different audience than PTTC has reached 
through prior activities. Industry response to the PTD has been very favorable and plans are in place 
to publish two issues during 2000—in May and September.  
 
5. Solutions From the Field 

From inception, PTTC has tried to find the most effective method of capturing technology 
insights from its regional workshops so that they can be accessed longer-term. Now that PTTC 
conducts more than 100 workshops per year, it was necessary to update the format of its 1997 report, 
Best of PTTC Workshops, so that more technical content and insights could be published. In August 
1999, PTTC published Solutions From the Field as a compendium of technical ideas, solutions, and 
contact information from 14 regional workshops. Since its publication, at least two new summaries 
have been added to the national website each month. The result is an extensive archive of technology 
insights available electronically and searchable by topic, just as with technology information 
presented in PTTC Network News. PTTC anticipates periodically distributing an updated version of 
Solutions from the Field containing workshop summaries that have been added online since the last 
publication. 
 
6. Emerging Technologies Energy Conference (ETEC) 

For the first few years of PTTC’s program, all technology workshops and events took place at 
the regional level through the RLOs. In 1997, PTTC held its first national conference, working with 
the Independent Petroleum Association of America (IPAA) and Cambridge Energy Research 
Associates. The Emerging Technologies Energy Conference (ETEC) was held on November 17, 
1997, in Houston, with several hundred people attending. Feedback from producers indicated that 
they liked the format where both producers and vendors/service companies were involved in 
presenting the case studies. The next year, PTTC coordinated with IPAA to host ETEC ’98 in New 
Orleans. Working with Mr. Cole on the HQ staff, PTTC formed an ETEC subcommittee that selected 
four case studies based on the individual experiences of subcommittee members and insights from 
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PTTC’s technology needs survey.  Jed DiPaolo with Halliburton Energy Services gave a presentation 
on technology trends.  Attendance was lower—not surprising, considering industry conditions at the 
time. However, those attending still responded quite favorably. Recognizing continued adverse 
conditions during 1999 and considering IPAA concerns about ETEC making its annual meeting 
spread out over too many days, PTTC and IPAA decided not to have ETEC during 1999 or 2000. 
 
7. Coordinating with DOE and Other Groups 

Where appropriate, PTTC incorporates R&D findings from DOE projects into regional 
workshops. Several cooperative efforts were coordinated during FY99: 

 
• In late 1998, PTTC’s Rocky Mountain, Texas and Southwest regions hosted workshops 

(Salt Lake City, UT; Socorro, NM; and Midland, TX) featuring results from several 
projects in DOE’s fractured reservoir program.  

• In June 1999, the Appalachian and Texas regions hosted workshops (Zanesville, OH; 
Midland, TX) featuring microbial technology demonstrated in Hughes Eastern’s Class 1 
project in Alabama.  

• In July 1999, the Central Gulf and West Coast regions hosted workshops (Bakersfield and 
Long Beach, CA; Lafayette, LA) featuring DOE’s coiled tubing operations and safety 
manual.  

• A series of August workshops (Pittsburgh, PA; Pontiac, IL; Houston, TX) featuring 
advanced stimulation technologies for gas storage developed in a DOE Federal Energy 
Technology Center R&D program was planned, but ultimately canceled by Advanced 
Resources International, the DOE contractor, due to low registration. 

 
PTTC actively coordinates with the national labs through DOE’s Natural Gas and Oil 

Technology Partnership (NGOTP). In late FY98, PTTC helped recruit independent producers for 
two of the industry review panels. In addition, Connie Hudson (AAPG's representative on the Board) 
and Mr. Cole attended the NGOTP review meetings held in Houston and Tulsa.  They were 
specifically looking for projects perceived to be of interest to independents that are at a stage 
appropriate for technology transfer. Special effort is also made to incorporate an appropriate article 
about a NGOTP project in each issue of PTTC Network News. 

 
To further improve communication with the entire system of 700+ federal laboratories, former 

PTTC Chair Chris Hall agreed to serve as a liaison between the federal labs and the PTTC Board. He 
was added as an industry adviser to the Federal Lab Consortium and attended a strategic planning 
meeting in August. Mr. Hall also volunteered for (and was accepted as) a reviewer for the NGOTP 
oil and gas recovery technology panel. He attended the November 1999 review meeting in Houston, 
along with Mr. Cole who also participated in a strategic meeting at RMOTC with staff from the 
national labs discussing the critical role of field testing in the technology acceptance and 
commercialization process.  

 
PTTC, nationally and through its regions, played an active role in alerting independents to 

funding opportunities within two DOE programs—the “Technology Development with 
Independents” program sponsored by NPTO and the “Stripper Gas Well” program sponsored by 
FETC. Jim Barnes, NPTO project manager, was provided an opportunity to share program 
information in several regions, including announcements in PTTC newsletters and websites. PTTC is 
aware that several proposals, some of which won awards, occurred specifically because of its active 
role in alerting independents. As results from these key programs for independents become available, 
PTTC plans on being actively involved in transferring them to industry. Where appropriate, PTTC 
also alerted producers to opportunities within the “Class Program Revisited.” 
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In a separate effort, PTTC notified producers about DOE’s project through the National 
Association of State Energy Officials targeting technologies for reducing electrical power costs. Mr. 
Hall, as West Coast PAG Chair, was involved in promoting early workshops in California and also 
participated in a workshop in Utah, co-sponsored by the Rocky Mountain Region.  

 
HQ staff also advised DOE as they developed plans for their Oil and Gas Conference in Dallas 

in June 1999. Ms. Rowell worked with the coordinating committee, and Mr. Cole participated in the 
program committee to select projects that should be included in the agenda. Mr. Lenard and other 
HQ staff assisted DOE with promoting the event. Sandra Mark from the Rocky Mountain Region 
chaired a pre-conference workshop on “E&P software,” taking advantage of the opportunity to 
acquaint attendees about PTTC’s E&P Software Sampler. PTTC Chair Leo Schrider spoke in the 
plenary session of the Conference. 

 
Although PTTC coordinates with various professional societies, this is especially true of the 

three represented on its Board — the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG), the 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG), and the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).  PTTC 
has a formal letter of agreement with AAPG for cooperative efforts.  In the Texas Region, PTTC co-
sponsors Internet training workshops conducted by AAPG, which also provides significant financial 
support for the software training center in Golden, Colorado. Responding to an AAPG request, HQ 
staff coordinated a 1999 coal bed methane article for Explorer magazine. 

 
PTTC supports both SPE and DOE in their “Improved Oil Recovery Symposium” held on 

alternating years in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Late in FY99, Lance Cole participated in the technical 
program committee helping select papers for the April 2000 conference. The North and South 
Midcontinent regions are also working with the conference committee to organize a special 
“Independents Day.” For a special one-day pass at reduced fees, independents will be able to attend a 
PTTC case study session, in addition to that day’s technical sessions, and the beer-n-bratwurst 
reception in the exhibit hall. The specific goal is to draw local independents that do not normally 
attend the conference. PTTC remains open to other cooperative opportunities with the SPE but, 
following their wish, is pursuing them mainly at the regional rather than national level. 

 
HQ staff coordinates with other national organizations, leveraging efforts and looking for 

information of interest to independents. Specific actions during FY99 include: 
 

• American Geological Institute (AGI)—PTTC briefly considered, before declining, a potential 
opportunity to operate a proposed national core lab facility in Denver, Colorado. 

• Drilling Engineering Association (DEA)— PTTC strives to disseminate findings about industry 
needs from DEA’s special forums through PTTC Network News. Mr. Cole often attends DEA’s 
quarterly review meetings on the progress of its R&D projects.   

• Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC)— Through PTTC Network News, PTTC 
helps inform the E&P industry about new IOGCC reports and findings. 

• New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)—PTTC promotes 
its oil and gas R&D results and new solicitations through alerts in the newsletter. 

• Gas Research Institute (GRI)—PTTC summarizes new products or research through alerts the 
PTTC Network News. GRI hosted PTTC's March 1999 Board meeting in Chicago. 

 
C.    Implementing a Comprehensive Communications Program 

As an organization whose mission centers on the transfer of information, communications is critically 
important in all aspects of the program. During FY99, using the recent business plan as a roadmap, PTTC 
updated logos, slogans, brochures, business cards, stationery, publications order form, and some display 
graphics to be consistent with PTTC’s desired image. HQ also had an exhibit at several national events, 
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including the North American Prospect Expo in Houston (January 1999), the SPE annual conference in 
Houston (October 1999) and the AAPG annual conference in San Antonio (April 1999).  

 
Other components of PTTC’s communications program include: (1) newsletter, (2) press releases, (3) 

articles in trade publications, and (4) website.  
 

1.     Newsletter  
PTTC’s 16-page national newsletter, PTTC Network News, has been published quarterly since 

1995. It incorporates producer interviews, R&D and technology alerts, field results, and information 
from DOE’s oil and natural gas programs as well as other technology providers.  It also has highlights 
of PTTC's programs and various special features.  Newsletter distribution has grown to over 7,000 
individuals—with nearly three-fourths of those from the E&P sector (specifically, 54% are independent 
producers, 10% are service and supply companies, and 9% in technical consulting).  

 
2.     Press Releases 

HQ develops national press releases to convey information of a national or inter-regional scope. 
There were 12 such press releases during FY99, as indicated below.  

 
• Case Studies to Highlight Producer/Vendor “Success Stories” (10/15/98) 
• Handbooks Updated on CD-ROM for Louisiana, Mississippi Oil and Gas Producers (10/27/98) 
• New CD-ROM Targets Independent Producers’ Software Needs (11/12/98) 
• Technology is Key – But Not the Only Driver – in Petroleum Production (11/13/98) 
• “Industry Crisis Action Plan” Launched for U.S. Independent Petroleum Producers (12/7/98) 
• World Oil Magazine and PTTC Form Alliance: Focus on Technologies for Independent Producers 

(1/27/99) 
• Proven Strategies from Independent Producers the Focus of Upcoming Seminar (2/2/99) 
• Petroleum Technology Transfer Council Elects New Board Members (4/5/99) 
• Coiled Tubing Workshops Announced for California, Louisiana (5/12/99) 
• Solutions From the Field Released by Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (7/27/99) 
• Survey Results Reveal Independents’ Technological Priorities (8/23/99) 
• New Publication Highlights Upstream Petroleum E&P Case Studies (9/14/99) 
 

In cooperation with the RLOs, HQ staff also issues regional press releases alerting local media to 
upcoming regional events that are sponsored or cosponsored by PTTC. There were 44 regional releases 
during FY99, which are archived on the national website. 

 
3.     Articles in Trade Publications 

The HQ staff writes a quarterly column that is published in World Oil magazine, and develops 
various articles for the national trade press (with technical input from the regions).  Each year, PTTC’s 
chair is asked to publish an article for the special issue of American Oil and Gas Reporter that features 
association presidents. RLO Directors and their staff are continually encouraged to submit technology 
articles to trade press and industry publications, and several were published during FY98. However, this 
effort has received less emphasis lately, with increased workshop activity levels during FY99. When 
requested, HQ works with RLO staff in developing technical articles, such as with a 1999 coal bed 
methane article for AAPG.  
 
4.     Website 

Recognizing that the Internet was a valuable tool for disseminating data and information, PTTC 
was one of the first petroleum organizations with a comprehensive website.  Launched in June 1995, the 
national website (www.pttc.org) is linked with the 10 regional websites. It contains organizational 
information, a calendar of PTTC events, technical summaries, publications, press releases, surveys, 
selected links with descriptions of producer associations, and more.  Importantly, the national website 
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serves as a gateway to the regional websites, which contain data, case studies, and other technical 
information.  It also provides a venue for special announcements, promotion of new products, and 
posting surveys.  

 
During 1999, PTTC made several improvements to its national website – adding a site map, a 

publications order form, and installing “gateway” pages to make it easier for visitors to access the 
regional resources. When users are going to regional websites from PTTC's homepage, they are shown 
concise, consistent information about each region before actually exiting the national website. 

 
Prior to FY99, PTTC used “hits” as its primary activity measure—and usage at the national 

website had grown steadily to the range of 30,000 hits per month. During 1999, HQ and most PTTC 
regions began using WebTrendsTM software to monitor usage.  In addition, a set of common indicators 
was agreed upon as the key criteria for measuring website usage. For historical comparison though, total 
hits are in the 60,000 per month range. Trends for the new parameters are:  

 
• Number of user sessions per month—growing to about 6,000 sessions by end of FY99 
• No. of page views—growing to 12,000 or higher by end of FY99 (2+ views per session) 
• Average user session length—holding stable in the 10-11 minute range 
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III. RESULTS AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL 

 
Although nationally organized, PTTC’s ten regions are the primary delivery mechanism for technology 

transfer to industry.  It is in the regions where PTTC connects most directly with independents—through 
workshops, resource centers, websites, newsletters, personal contacts, and other information sources.  
Primary statistics illustrating the volume, and inferred impact, of PTTC activities are summarized in Table 2. 
Detail for individual regions is provided in Appendix A.  
 

  
 

Table 2 – Summary of PTTC Regional Activity 
 

Workshops Contacts PTTC 
Region # Attend. % Change 

in Attend.  
Vs. FY98 

#  % 
Change 

Vs.  FY98 

Newsletter 
Function 

(distribution) 

Status 
(considering 

statistics alone) 

Appalachian 11 372 8 345 109 Infrequent 
Columns 

Holding steady 

Central Gulf 8 319 6 650 53 Regular 
Columns 

Holding steady 

Eastern Gulf 11 322 (26) 432 12 Newsletter 
(600) 

Holding steady 
 

Midwest 5 190 0 774 229 Newsletter 
(2700) 

Holding steady 
 

N. Midcontinent 10 776 152 2,764 23 Newsletter 
(4700) 

Major increase in 
presence/impact 

Rocky Mountain 31 1,524 502 1,212 16 Newsletter 
(1200) 

Major increase in 
presence/impact 

S. Midcontinent 24 1,008 28 1,468 1 Newsletter 
(6400) 

Steady increase in 
presence/impact 

Southwest 6 522 39 566 (8) Newsletter 
(3400) 

Steady increase in 
presence/impact 

Texas 5 163 (65) 954 (14) Infrequent 
Columns 

Overall setback, 
but promising 
impact of Mentor  

West Coast 17 752 (22) 1,390 (48) Inactive this 
year 

Holding steady, or 
modest decrease in 
presence/impact 

Total All Regions 128 5,948 34 10,555 3 Steady increase in presence/impact 
despite extremely difficult year for 
primary audience—independents 
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While recognizing that there are different tools and approaches to satisfy different needs throughout the 

country, each of PTTC’s regions performs the following core technology transfer functions as a minimum 
level of effort. These include: 
 
• Technology workshops—quarterly or more often (averaged monthly during FY99) 
• Problem identification— feedback from workshop attendees, contacts, and inquiries 
• Resource centers—mostly virtual, responding to inquiries and developing products 
• Internet—calendar and event information; repository for case studies, technical information, and data 
• Newsletter—regional newsletter or columns in local producer association newsletters 
 
A.    Technology Workshops 

PTTC sponsored or cosponsored 128 regional workshops during FY99.  This is a 28% increase over the 
100 events held in FY98, which itself was a 60% increase from FY97.  Overall attendance increased more 
than one-third from the prior year.  Despite an extremely difficult year for independent producers, attendance 
remained steady, averaging 46 individuals per workshop, with 83% from the E&P industry. 

 
In December 1998, PTTC’s Board implemented an Industry Crisis Action Plan, asking all regions to 

look at their activities and, if appropriate, develop workshops addressing survival issues. Fifteen survival-
oriented workshops were held (See Table 3) that reached about 800 individuals. Insights from these were 
shared with a broader audience through PTTC Network News and a column in World Oil (June 1999). 
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Table 3 – 1999 Survival-Oriented Activities 
 

Region Activity Location Date Attend. 
West Coast  Managing Oilfield Operations Under Adverse 

Economics 
Bakersfield, CA 1/21/99 63 

Appalachian PTTC speaker at IOGA meeting Knoxville, TN 1/21/99 NA 
Midwest Low Oil Prices:  Pricing, Legal Issues, Electrical Cost 

Reduction, Exchange Ideas 
Grayville, IL 1/22/99 42 

West Coast Managing Oilfield Operations Under Adverse 
Economics 

Long Beach, 
CA 

1/22/99 65 

Midwest Low Oil Prices:  Pricing, Legal Issues, Electrical Cost 
Reduction, Exchange Ideas 

Mt. Vernon, IL 1/29/99 33 

Texas Open discussion group after a TIPRO Tue. Luncheons Houston, TX 2/99 to 
5/99 

NA 

Rocky Mountain Coal Bed Methane Opportunities (SPE/MT Geol. Soc.) Billings, MT 2/16-
17/99 

182 

North 
Midcontinent 

Best Practices for Production Shut-Down Wichita, KS 2/23/99 99 

North 
Midcontinent 

Best Practices for Production Shut-Down Iola, KS 2/25/99 72 

North 
Midcontinent 

Best Practices for Production Shut-Down Hays, KS 3/2/99 79 

National seminar, 
coop. w SIPES)  

How to Build a Company as an Independent and 
Survive Difficult Times  

Wichita, KS 3/10/99 NA 

Rocky Mountain Best Practices for Production Shut-Down (w IPAMS) Denver, CO 3/12/99 55 
Appalachian Optimizing Prod. & Operating Efficiency of Existing 

Wells (w/ OH Geol. Survey, and OH Oil&Gas Assoc.) 
Columbus, OH,   3/23/99 50 

Central Gulf Power Cost Reduction Methods in O&G Field 
Operations 

Lafayette, LA 3/24/99 24 

Rocky Mountain Minimizing Energy Costs in the O&G Production 
Industry (support DOE/NASEO initiative) 

Vernal, UT 5/26/99 31 

 
FY00 annual plans project activity levels about the same as FY99 levels, approximately the maximum 

feasible with existing funding levels.  Major increases in activity in some regions are due to new cooperative 
efforts with other groups. Where appropriate, the regions cosponsor technology workshops with DOE or 
their contractors, to transfer results of federally-funded R&D. Examples during FY99 include: fractured 
reservoir workshops in Rocky Mountain, Southwest, and Texas regions; microbial workshops in 
Appalachian and Texas regions; coiled tubing workshops in Central Gulf and West Coast; and, although 
ultimately canceled, advanced stimulation workshops for gas storage operations in Appalachian, Midwest 
and Texas regions. 

 
New delivery mechanisms have been explored. The Rocky Mountain, North Midcontinent and 

Southwest regions are exploring on-line training courses (Internet resources, PfEFFER well logging, 
reservoir simulation with DOE Boast 3). The West Coast Region has experimented with webcasting (real-
time audio/video broadcast over the Internet) and video archiving on its website. Although offering exciting 
possibilities, webcasting is still costly—widespread use probably awaits technology advances. 
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B.     Problem Identification 
Primary sources for industry input regarding the topics of interest in the region are:  (1) feedback from 

workshop participants, (2) trends apparent from inquiries and informal contacts at the resource center and (3) 
insights from the PAG. Some regions, such as the South Midcontinent, have surveyed their audience using 
the regional newsletter. The West Coast Trouble Shooters program provides a unique opportunity to learn 
what industry’s needs are. In Texas, the Permian Basin Mentor effort provides specific information regarding 
the technical interests of smaller producers. Most regions maintain close ties with operator associations, 
whose members are PTTC’s primary audience. To help guide their efforts, all regions were given the results 
of PTTC’s needs survey – both nationally and for their region.   
 
C.    Resource Centers 

Resource center operations are the hub from which PTTC generates most of its regional products and 
services, including:  (1) access to information/data (2) response to inquiries, (3) upstream software 
demo/training (4) information products, (5) special purpose databases, and (6) other outreach efforts.  

 
1.    Access to Information /Data 

All resource centers provide access to basic information, data resources and libraries.  In addition, 
information resources are available through the RLOs’ parent organizations. 

 
2.    Response to Inquiries 

Although varying widely among regions, industry contacts average about four per working day per 
resource center.  Contact level in the different regions reflects both the geographical concentration of 
industry and awareness of the PTTC regional program among local independents.  By far the largest 
percentage of contacts is for calendar/event information, followed by basic oil and gas data/statistics. A 
small percentage of contacts, in the range of 10 to 20 percent, are true technical inquiries, requiring 
professional expertise to respond.  The time required to adequately provide a response or referral varies 
widely—from an hour to several days. In some instances, staff members proactively contact industry 
with some regions noting up to 20% of their contacts as PTTC-initiated.    

 
3.    Upstream Software Demo/Training 

All resource centers have E&P software available for demo/training to those who are interested.  
Overall, industry’s usage of this resource remains low—unless the regions conduct specific training 
courses. Informal demo sessions, such as the “Friday Free-for-Alls” hosted by the South Midcontinent 
Region at its resource center, have had some success. Combined, the regions conducted 30 software 
training courses in FY99, drawing nearly 400 people, plus another seven Internet training workshops, 
with 140 participants. By far, the Rocky Mountain Region with its Software Training Center, supported 
jointly by AAPG, the Colorado School of Mines, and the Rocky Mountain Region, is the most active, 
holding 20 software/Internet courses during FY99. AAPG provided additional support for multi-day 
training courses. The Appalachian and Eastern Gulf regions averaged quarterly workshops, but most 
regions conduct software training workshops only intermittently. In most regions, industry is most 
interested in training on low-cost software, such as that available from DOE. 

 
To stimulate interest on a larger scale, PTTC developed a Petroleum E&P Software Sampler, using 

the contract services of Sandra Mark from the Rocky Mountain Region.  This CD-ROM product, issued 
in November 1998, contains overview information on 50 PC-based software programs that have been 
donated to PTTC’s regional resource centers.  Information is presented in a searchable format, 
according to each program’s key features, applications, capabilities, and price ranges.  At first, PTTC 
sold the CD-ROM, for a nominal fee. Currently, the product is provided free of charge.  The highest 
interest has been from software vendors, inquiring how to get their products included on the next 
sampler, if it is updated. PTTC has surveyed those who bought the sampler but, since response was 
limited, a decision has not yet been made about whether to update the product.  

  
4.    Information Products 
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In selected instances, RLOs develop information products, primarily to meet an industry need but 
also to generate funds. From a revenue standpoint, the Central Gulf Region with its Louisiana Desktop 
Well Reference (LDWR) and Environmental Handbook CD-ROMs has been the most successful, 
reporting sales over $12,000 during FY99. The LDWR provides lease information, including historical 
production data, for Louisiana in a GIS environment. It has been well received by industry, fostering 
similar efforts by other organizations in two states. The Midwest Region and the Illinois State 
Geological Survey are developing base map products for the Illinois Basin, both standard and 
customized. Longer-term, the core and waterflood database that the Midwest Region has been 
compiling may represent a revenue-generating product. 

 
5.    Special Purpose Databases 

Industry continues to indicate that data access is a primary need, but PTTC does not have sufficient 
funds to develop large database efforts — rather it tries to be a vehicle for improving access to data 
already available.  However, experience indicates that independent producers in some regions have data 
needs that are not being met by other private or public sources.  For this reason, PTTC evaluates 
database projects on a case-by-case basis, considering funding realities and sensitivities to already 
existing databases.   

 
In the North Midcontinent, the Kansas Geological Survey, with some support from PTTC, is 

continually expanding the data available through its Digital Petroleum Atlas.  In New Mexico, the 
Southwest Region works to make production data available electronically through the ONGARD 
system, plus works to make geological data from the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral 
Resources available in a GIS environment.  Staff in the Eastern Gulf’s satellite in Jackson are devoting 
their efforts to making Mississippi oil and gas data available electronically.  The Michigan outreach 
program is coordinating a log and horizontal well database.  Central Gulf funds have, in the past, 
partially supported an effort to organize and catalog well logs at LSU’s Basin Research Institute. The 
Midwest Region’s core and waterflood database was mentioned in the section above. 

 
6.    Other Outreach Efforts 

RLO staff also implement special outreach programs from the resource centers.  In the West Coast, 
the Trouble Shooters program relies on volunteers to interact with industry addressing critical regional 
needs. The COMET program at USC, a student education program partially supported by the West 
Coast Region, encourages student internships with independents. North Midcontinent staff is working 
closely with the Tertiary Oil Recovery Project (TORP) at the University of Kansas and Shell CO2, 
supporting a Kansas CO2 Initiative. The Central Gulf Region continues to provide modest support for 
LSU’s Downhole Water Sink Consortium furthering this technology’s use and acceptance within 
industry, particularly internationally.   

 
South Midcontinent staff work closely with Oklahoma’s Marginal Well Commission supporting 

their Trade Fairs, and with OU Geo Information Systems helping them promote access to the NRIS 
database via the Internet. Texas implemented a Mentor program in the Permian Basin during the spring 
of 1999, which relies on networking and personal contact. In New Mexico, the Southwest regional staff 
were instrumental in helping operators learn how to file production data electronically, an effort 
recognized by New Mexico’s Oil Conservation Division.  

 
All RLO Directors are active in professional societies appropriate for their discipline. Most RLOs 

have PTTC exhibits at regional meetings of operator associations, and at national events, such as the 
AAPG and SPE annual conferences.  Often, the exhibits are joint booths with their parent organization. 

 
D.    Websites 

In FY99, PTTC asked its regions to use the same WebTrendsTM software package to improve 
consistency in how traffic is reported. In addition to monitoring key usage statistics (number of user sessions, 
number of page views, and session length), the software tracks access to individual pages and flow through a 
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website. It must be noted that a couple of regions have not been able to use the software on their servers, but 
are working to resolve the situation. Comparison of statistics between regions is discouraged; rather one 
should focus on growth trends within a region. Even so, higher website traffic has been experienced in three 
regions—Texas, North Midcontinent, and Southwest. 
 
• Texas.  At year-end, traffic was about 50,000 user sessions/month.  Extensive revisions to strengthen 

technology-related content and improve consistency with other PTTC regional websites are ongoing. 
• North Midcontinent.  Because of the continued strong emphasis at KGS on electronic/GIS data, the 

regional website delivers an abundance of oil and gas data – drawing 6,000 to 8,000 users per month.  
• Southwest. Since the regional website and the original GO-TECH site are integrally related, current 

activity statistics (around 5,000 users per month) include usage of both sites. The system of websites 
underwent extensive revision during FY99, mainly to provide faster access. 

 
Brief comments about the remaining websites follow, noting usage and/or content additions: 

 
• Appalachian.  Usage is slowly increasing, but remains below 1000 user sessions/month. Content focuses 

on oil and gas data, case studies and planned events (by PTTC and others). Staff is exploring options for 
new content that should draw users more frequently. 

• Central Gulf.  Usage steadily increased to about 1,800 user sessions at year-end. No major revisions in 
content occurred during the year. High interest content includes a “Louisiana Oil and Gas Information” 
section, oil and gas prices and drilling data. 

• Eastern Gulf.  Usage appears to have stabilized in the 1,200 to 1,400 user sessions/month range. Users 
are staying longer—average session length increased from eight to near 30 minutes per session at year-
end. Some graphics-intensive material on the site may be influencing average session length. 

• Midwest.  Usage has steadily increased to the 2,100 to 2,300 user sessions/month range (for the main site 
in Illinois). Traffic to associated websites in Michigan, Kentucky and Indiana is not reflected in the 
statistics. Modest support to the Indiana and Kentucky websites ended during FY99. 

• Rocky Mountain.  Usage quadrupled during FY99—reaching a range of 2,600 to 3,000 user sessions per 
month and average session length increased about 50%. Early efforts focused on adding case studies and 
on-line Internet training. Effort now focuses on keeping the site current—no small feat with the region’s 
very active workshop and software training schedule. 

• South Midcontinent.  Usage is reported at 2,000 to 3,000 user sessions/month, but there may be some 
inconsistency with other regions since the WebTrendsTM software cannot be used on the webserver at 
OU. Regional interest in the Internet may be increasing now that NRIS data are available online. 

• West Coast.  Reported usage remains below 1,000 user sessions per month, but there may be 
inconsistencies since the WebTrendsTM software package is not used at this time. Usage increases were 
noted with the webcasting and video archiving effort initiated during FY99.   

 
E.    Newsletters 

Recognizing that a portion of its audience still relies on printed material instead of (and in addition to) 
the Internet, PTTC considers a newsletter to be a core technology transfer function. Regions may fulfill the 
function either through a regional newsletter or by regularly publishing columns/guest articles in local 
producer association newsletters. Six regions publish their own PTTC newsletters, most quarterly and some 
semi-annually, with length ranging from two to six pages. Distribution totals about 19,000 people, ranging 
from 600 in the Eastern Gulf Region to a high of 6,400 in the South Midcontinent Region. There is some 
overlap in regional mailing lists, but not enough to be an issue at this time. Broad distribution provides 
maximum exposure, but increased production/mailing costs can challenge regional budgets.  Most 
newsletters are efforts that the RLOs began as part of the PTTC program, but some are building on prior 
newsletters within the RLO parent organizations (North Midcontinent and Southwest). Distribution for the 
Rocky Mountain newsletter, which is the most recently launched, increased rapidly during the first year—
from 350 to about 1,200 by year-end.  
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Three regions rely on columns or guest articles—Appalachian, Central Gulf and Texas—with the 
Central Gulf Region being the most successful with its regular columns in the LIOGA newsletter. Most 
regions also post their newsletters on their websites, and some, like the Southwest Region, specifically 
publish additional on-line newsletters. Citing cost concerns, during FY99, the West Coast Region distributed 
only one issue of its newsletter which, up until that point, had been released quarterly.  Texas had planed to 
launch a quarterly newsletter, but has not been able to get it started, and does not expect to do so during 
FY00 either. In both regions, the RLOs and PAGs are evaluating newsletter options.  

 
F.     Success at the Regional Level 

Activity-oriented statistics presented in Table 2 confirm that PTTC is reaching more people than ever.  
Compared to the prior year, there has been 28% growth in the number of workshops and a 34% increase in 
the number of workshop attendees. Beyond these basic statistics, which alone are strong evidence that PTTC 
is making a difference, other data reliably indicate PTTC’s impact. 
 
• Repeat attendees. Although firm numbers are not yet available, most RLO Directors know that there are 

many individuals who continue coming to PTTC workshops for the second or third time, or more.  
 
• Feedback regarding technology application. PTTC’s regions began incorporating three standardized 

questions in their workshop feedback forms during FY99. One key question is: Have you used any new 
technologies based on knowledge gained through PTTC? In FY99, the regions received evaluation forms 
from about 20% of the nearly 6,000 attendees at events sponsored or cosponsored by PTTC. For those 
who did answer the question—37% said “Yes," indicating that over a third are taking action. Granted, 
those who complete workshop feedback forms and answer questions like this are probably more 
proactive than the average operator, but if response in the broader population is only half that of the 
proactive group, nearly one in five individuals are still taking action.  

 
G.    Regional Success Anecdotes 
Although hard to capture, operators occasionally share examples or anecdotes of how they took action based 
on information obtained through PTTC, and the results. Some of those are summarized below: 
 
• Appalachian—The industry partner in a secondary gas recovery workshop (11/19/98) reported several 

inquiries for more information and an attempt was made to create an industry consortium to co-fund 
additional research. A speaker in the workshop on sequence stratigraphic analysis (9/10/98) noted similar 
inquiries.  Event evaluation forms included the key question: “Have you used any new technologies 
based on knowledge gained through PTTC?” Of those who responded, 42% said “Yes.” 

 
• Central Gulf—During FY99, about 70 copies of the LDWR were sold, and nearly 20 copies of the 

Environmental Handbooks. The LDWR in particular has been well received by industry, and inquiries 
have been received from organizations in other states about the approach used to develop the product. 
Following a workshop on coal bed methane, two independent operators signed confidentiality 
agreements with LSU, which allowed all parties to learn more about coal bed methane potential in 
Louisiana. Downhole Water Sink technology continues to spread through a combination of published 
material and meetings with operators individually or in small groups. 

 
• Eastern Gulf—Two R&D proposals to DOE can be tied to specific workshops and effective follow-up 

by regional staff. As a result of the microbial workshop in November 1998, the University of Alabama 
and others won an award within DOE’s “Class Program Revisited” program to test new microbial and 
other technologies in the Womack Hill Field. In a similar vein, the Basin MODR software workshop in 
December 1998 led to a proposal under DOE’s “Technology Development with Independents” program 
from Cedarhill Company to apply lateral completion technology in the Gilberton Field. Just two days 
after the workshop on the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin (MISB), a seismic consultant in Houston who 
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did not attend the workshop, commented that clients were already talking about the findings of the MISB 
study.  

 
• Midwest—Six to seven months after the “Wireline Logging Applications” workshop, Bill Harrison at 

Michigan Tech University contacted attendees (61). One third of those who responded indicated that 
they were able to put into practice the information/concepts presented in the workshop—a level 
consistent with responses indicated on workshop feedback forms.  

 
• North Midcontinent—Success is inferred by the region’s ability to draw record attendance (for Kansas) 

in an extremely adverse industry climate. It is notable that attendees often come from several states. In 
addition to producers, vendors/service companies are receiving value from regional activities, as 
demonstrated by their willingness to pay a fee (admittedly nominal) to exhibit at workshops relevant to 
their technology area.  

 
• Rocky Mountain—Success is inferred by the fact that other organizations are seeking out PTTC as a 

partner because of the regional track record as an effective co-sponsor. Continued financial support from 
AAPG demonstrates success of the software training center. And the newsletter initiated during FY99 
has generated several very favorable comments from regional producers. The workshop evaluation forms 
included the key question: “Have you used any new technologies based on knowledge gained through 
PTTC?” Of those who responded, 38% indicated “Yes.”   

 
• South Midcontinent—Broader support of the Oklahoma Marginal Well Commission operations-oriented 

workshops is enabling the region to reach smaller operators, at locations convenient for them. The recent 
agreement with the Tulsa Geological Society to bring play-oriented (and possibly other) workshops to 
Tulsa confirms the value that geological groups are assigning to regional workshops. Event evaluation 
forms included the key question:  “Have you used any new technologies based on knowledge gained 
through PTTC? ” Although data are somewhat limited, responses are in the same range as the overall 
trend—35 to 40%. 

 
• Southwest—RLO Staff Bob Emery received an award from New Mexico’s Oil Conservation Division 

(OCD) for his key role in helping producers learn how to file electronically. By September 1999, OCD 
reported that 90% of gas production was filed electronically and 83% of oil production. This makes data 
available more quickly to the public, a key benefit to industry. As another success example, an 
independent who won an award under DOE’s “Technology Development with Independents” program 
cited the region’s role in developing the ONGARD production data access system, which was partially 
responsible for their winning the award. In another, a producer who attended the “Fractured Reservoir” 
workshop noted that his company is now considering buying gas wells because of information provided 
about the Lewis Shale. Also, an operator from California, who made the effort to travel to Roswell, NM 
for the Morrow gas workshop, found it to be beneficial. 

 
• Texas—The main success story is the very positive industry perceptions of the Permian Basin mentor 

program. Within six months, Bob Kiker implemented a mini-workshop program (half-day events) 
addressing key needs identified through networking. Website content focusing on Permian Basin needs 
has also been established as part of the Texas PTTC website. With encouragement from the PAG, the 
region is exploring how to leverage the program statewide to a limited extent. Also, PTTC is exploring 
how the Mentor program could be established in other regions, funding permitting. 

 
• West Coast—Of those workshop attendees who responded to the question “Have you used any new 

technologies based on knowledge gained through PTTC?”, 43% indicated “Yes.” There are other 
indications of people taking action. At the Trouble Shooters forum, DOE shared information about its 
solicitation, “Technology Development with Independents.” The West Coast RLO, like PTTC’s other 
regions, alerted producers to the opportunity, helped them get paperwork/forms and encouraged them to 
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follow through with submitting a proposal. Many independents are known to have submitted proposals, 
and several won awards. As results from these projects become available, the region will assist in 
transferring the results/lessons learned to the California industry. 

 
H.     Planning and Managing Each Regional Program 

PAG meetings are the primary mechanism for RLOs to obtain industry input. Time and travel 
requirements for “in person” PAG meetings challenge most regions, but most are successfully holding 
meetings via conference calls, or in one instance, even a videoconference meeting. They are typically held 
three times per year, with one meeting during the August time frame for discussion/approval of the region’s 
annual plan/budget. This process is a key aspect of regional management that provides RLOs with the 
opportunity to objectively look at their program and consider other regions’ experiences and national 
guidelines.  The PAGs provide guidance on strategic redirections, if needed, to better serve industry's needs, 
and they approve the general topics for most of the workshops planned during the coming year. Challenges 
experienced during this planning process typically relate to strategic guidance versus management issues and 
how the region can be even more effective in reaching its audience. 

 
PTTC regions perform a broad variety of services with limited funds, and human resource constraints.  

Staffing approaches vary by region.  In some cases, RLO Directors involve only a few people, but requiring 
most of their time.  In other cases, RLO Directors involve a broad range of people in PTTC activities, but for 
only a small portion of their time. Experience indicates that both approaches can be effective. Regional 
responsibilities include having to submit to HQ on a timely basis the required reports, invoices, workshop 
notebooks, and other information and deliverables. One of the most difficult aspects of managing PTTC ‘s 
regional programs has been keeping activities going without interruption despite persistent delays in DOE 
funding. To keep the programs operating, RLOs have to maintain sufficient financial reserves and cost-share. 
The resolution of cash flow and related issues is truly an ongoing cooperative effort between the RLOs and 
Ms. Chapman.   
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

PTTC effectively combines federal, state, and industry funding to achieve important goals for all of 
these sectors.  This integrated funding base, combined with active guidance from industry volunteers and 
dedicated staff at the national and regional levels, is effective. Workshop activity and website traffic continue 
to grow, and resource center contact levels are being sustained at high levels. Anecdotal success stories of 
specific technology applications exist, a significant percentage of producers respond “Yes” when asked if 
they are applying technologies, and satisfied customers continue returning to the workshops and other 
functions. PTTC is connecting with more people and making a positive difference in the U.S. upstream oil 
and gas industry. 

 
Evidence indicates that PTTC is expanding industry awareness and technology usage through: 

 
• Technology workshops in all oil and natural gas producing regions.  PTTC held 128 workshops in 

FY99, a 28% increase over FY98 activity levels.  Attendance increased to 5,948, a 34% increase over 
FY98 levels. About three-fourths of attendees continue to be from the E&P industry. Despite adverse 
industry conditions, average attendance remained in the mid-40s. Technology insights are now being 
captured in workshop summaries, presented as Solutions From the Field. Topics for future workshops 
are guided by industry input, including that from a PTTC survey reported as Technological Priorities of 
Independent Oil and Gas Producers during 1999. 

 
• Regional resource centers.  An average of four operators per day per region contact PTTC.  Most 

inquiries are for calendar/event information, oil and gas data, and technical assistance and referrals.  
Other functions of the resource centers include E&P software demonstration and training, special 
outreach programs, revenue-generating products, and special purpose databases. 

 
• Eleven Internet websites (national plus 10 regional sites).  PTTC’s website system is a key delivery 

system for oil and gas data and calendar/technical information.  Statistics confirm that website traffic is 
still growing as further technical information and O&G data are added. 

 
• Newsletters.  Circulation for the 16-page, quarterly national newsletter, PTTC Network News, has grown 

to above 7,000 with nearly three-fourths from the E&P sector (specifically 54% are independent 
producers, 10% service and supply companies, and 9% are technical consultants). Total distribution for 
regional newsletters tailored to specific regional audiences has grown to about 19,000.  

 
• Case study oriented publications. In 1999, working cooperatively with Gulf Publishing, PTTC 

developed the Petroleum Technology Digest (PTD), which featured nine case studies. Distributed as a 
supplement with World Oil’s September 1999 issue to their subscribers in North America who are 
independent producers. Plans are in place for two supplements during 2000 – in May and September. 

 
• Interaction with other national organizations.  PTTC’s interaction and coordination with national 

organizations continues to be a unifying force in the upstream U.S. petroleum industry. 
 

Continued progress in implementation of PTTC’s business plan is expected to further increase PTTC’s 
technology transfer impact. 


